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Lets team up to help solve two of the world's most pressing problems: access to clean and safe toilets, 

and the destruction of trees for toilet paper.

We are The Good Roll, makers of 100% tree-friendly paper. The Good Roll, in 2017 by founders Melle Schellekens and 

Sander de Klerk. Our mission: Safe and clean toilets for everyone! That is why we use 50% of our net profit to construct 

toilets in various countries in Africa.

53% of the world’s population, meaning 4,2 billion people, this is one third (!) of the world's population. In addition, 

27,000 trees are cut down every day for the production of toilet paper.

Shocking figures if you ask us. So shocking that they inspired us to develop The Good Roll; an initiative to tackle both 

problems. A unique Dutch win-win concept: a 100% tree-friendly toilet roll, made from recycled paper and African 

Bamboo. 

At the same time, we use part of our revenues to give as many people as possible access to safe and clean toilets.

An easy everyday solution that inspires you to make a difference, one wipe at the time!

Let's make a difference; WIPE RIGHT & CHANGE LIVES



a few milestones from inception to today
Within a limited timeframe TGR grew from scratch towards the promising scale-up disruptor it is today
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• Setting up The Good 

Roll company

• Tested its market 

proposition and 

pioneered with 

selling fun-wrapped, 

toilet paper, based on 

recycled paper.

1

• Listed its first Retail and 

B2B clients. 

• Tthe Good Roll 

Foundation took off 

• First ideas for bamboo 

paper were formed.

1

• Revenue first passed the 

€1 million mark. 

• Moving its premises to 

Weesp

• TGR became the #1 

social workplace through 

its own warehouse and 

various other locations 

in NL.

1

• Revenues doubled to €2.5 million 

despite lockdowns in the B2B 

segment. 

• The first quick-commerce retailer 

signed up. 

• In the B2C segment active 

subscriptions reached 5,000 

doors.

• Location Weesp was expanded 

with an additional warehouse and 

office space.
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• In Q1 TGR obtained ISO 9001 and ISO 

14001 quality certifications and in Q2 B 

Corp accreditation. 

• Successfully opened the world’s first 

factory in Ghana for producing bamboo-

based toilet paper on a fairtrade basis. 

• With all sales channels opening again, TGR 

is aiming to double its revenue in 2022. 

• TGR is setting pace for accelerating its 

growth, powered by fresh capital.



Investment product

Certificates of shares

Investment Summary

Fundinground

€ 2,5 million

Phase

Seed Capital

Investment entity

STAK GoodRoll Investors

Operating Company

Goodroll Holding B.V.

Lifecycle

Late start-up→ scale up

Expected turnover 2022

€4,5 million

EBITDA

Negative

Expected shareprice increase

> 500% to 2027

Risk indicator

4 out of 5

Qualification

Strong focus on impact (B-corp) 

- Social enterprise

- Sustainability



introduction
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What this pitch deck is about



business

The Good Roll produces and markets recycled and bamboo 

based toilet paper and related products, and donates 50% of its 

net profit to building toilets in developing countries.

Disrupting the industry by producing bamboo-based toilet paper on a 

certified fairtrade basis, we market our products globally and achieve 

€500+ million in revenue in 2028 to create sustainable returns, 

substantial charity donations and true social impact.

analysis

The addressable market is enormous. And we know what is happening out 

there. We know the trends, the players and the mechanics of doing 

business in a successful manner. Bamboo and owning the supply chain are 

key.

what this pitch deck is about 

strategy

Being a first mover and game changer through fairtrade in our industry, we 

control the supply chain better than our competition, whilst marketing our 

products globally through a balanced mix of B2C, Retail and B2B channels.

investment object

Our new shareholders are invited to participate in the future 

success of Goodroll Holding B.V., the holding company of all 

The Good Roll ventures.

funding

To achieve our goals we need additional, external funding, to be spent on 

working capital, expanding our team, making systems and processes more 

robust and future proof, and marketing; creating rumor around the brand 

through a variety of online and offline marketing instruments.

ambition



background
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How our dream came to life



Poor sanitary access

53% of the world’s population, i.e. 4.2 billion 

people, have no access to (safe) toilets and/or 

toilet paper, causing ~500,000 deaths annually

Global deforestation

270,000 trees are cut down every single day of 

the year, and toilet paper production counts for 

~10% of this global deforestation
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our guiding principles

by being a game changer of nature
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impactful

scalable

Create a disruptive brand which has the

potential to make significant global 

social and economical impact

authentic

attractive

1
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Identify a product-market combination 

with an autonomously growing demand 

and scalable supply opportunities

Cherish entrepreneurship, agility, pride 

and fun in what we do, how we work 

and the sustainable impact we make

Execute our strategy in a financially attractive 

manner for all (future) stakeholders, with fair 

social and economical returns



paper with a purpose

The moral compass in 

achieving our ambition is 

to disrupt the toilet paper 

industry

1
Actively support the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals and 

help create a better world to live in.

1

Fairtrade toilet paper, produced in 

Ghana from fast-growing bamboo, 

available in abundance and currently 

unused.

1
Be the world’s very first player to buy 

bamboo as raw material at the source from

local farmers on a 100% fairtrade basis.

1
Donate 50% of net profits to charity by actively 

building safe sanitary facilities and providing 

sanitary products and related education.



Founder I Chief Rolling Officer Founder I Creative Captain

Extremely motivated founders

A robust team with a combination of entrepreneurship, can-do mentality, experience and inexhaustible creativity

Sander de Klerk Melle Schellekens

Sander has a solid background as an entrepreneur in the

hospitality industry and events. He gets things rolling and done 

thanks to his energy and no-nonsense, can-do mentality.

Melle also earned his spurs in the hospitality sector; both in 

creating innovative concepts and in running various 

businesses. His creativity is inexhaustible.

sander@thegoodroll.com melle@thegoodroll.com

+31 (0) 6 4174 0763
+31 (0) 6 2853 7508



And an unbeatable team

The Netherlands Ghana

In Ghana we employ 10 FTE in our office in Accra, and we have another 

approx. 60 local workers in our paper factory in rural Akosombo. 

We currently employ 15 FTE in our marketing, sales, operations, finance & admin and management departments in our Dutch 

office. And in our own sheltered workshop in Weesp we offer meaningful work to approx. 30 specials needs employees. 

Furthermore, we have partnerships with various external sheltered workshops where we employ approx. another 700 people.   



achievements
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Some milestones, from inception to today
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it is all about impact
The impact created on a variety of aspects is already convincing

3
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233 toilets

built and in use

11.650+ lives

proudly improved

22,231+ trees

saved from being cut down

#1 social workplace

in the Netherlands

fairtrade for farmers

supply chain implemented



b corp

certificate granted

in the spotlight with awards and certifications 

blauer engel

TGR has worked hard to become a well recognised and appreciated brand

certificate granted

EU eco label

certificate granted

ISO 9001

certificate granted

ISO 14001

certificate granted

fairtrade

certificate expected

coolest Dutch brand

nominated

shopping awards

award granted



Strong growth in b2c and b2b distribution

B2C: Consumers are directly targeted via our 

webshop. More and more via subscriptions, 

creating attractive recurring revenue streams. 

Begin 2022 we had 5.100 recurring clients by 

the end of this year we are expecting 10.000 

recurring clients

B2B is a very attractive distribution 

model giving us a strong visibility with 

consumers. 

We are happy to serve 600 B2B 

customers at this moment.

B2B2C: Consumers are serviced via retail. 

Traditional retail as well as new retail 

channels (quick commerce).

Currently we work with 20 retail partners.



The numbers support a growth curve from seed 

through start-up to scale-up status 
The organization has matured in line with rapidly increasing revenue

Revenue development GoodRoll Holding B.V. per quarter (x EUR 1,000)

Extreme run on 
toiletpaper

Slowdown
B2B sales due to
Covid lockdowns



ambition
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Our Big Hairy Audacious Goal(s)



1

500,000 toilets

built and in use

25,000,000 lives improved

by having access to safe sanitation

2,500,000 trees

saved from being cut down

5,000 local people

involved in Ghana 

75,000 fairtrade

farmers involved

Impact we aim to make

2,000,000 tons of Co2

reduced per annum

€EUR 400 million revenue in 2027

generated

what we (cl)aim to achieve

EUR 90 million Foundation donation

between now and 2027



strategic choices
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Scaling fast to reach our impact goals



strategic choices

To reach our impact 

goals, we need to scale 

fast, and make four 

crucial strategic 

choices

1
100% bamboo as source 

material for toilet paper

1
Fully fairtrade, vertically integrated 

with own bamboo factory

1

1

Multichannel approach to 

maximise reach and availability

UN Sustainable Development 

Goals as metrics for success



high stocks available 

There is a lot of bamboo in the world that 

currently is unused as a resource for consumer 

products, therefore high stocks readily available

environmentally friendly

Bamboo grows back in one year towards its

original length, it produces 30% more oxygen and 

it consumes 35% more CO2 than any other tree 

when it grows: the production process is thus 

circular, environmentally friendly and affordable

why we believe in in bamboo

affordable

Bamboo is a more affordable alternative than 

recycled toilet paper

soft and strong

Ideal properties for toilet paper: soft and strong, 

antibacterial and 100% biodegradable

More bamboo would undoubtedly help 

the environment; but we need to find 

more modern uses for the plant.

The Guardian, 2003



100% fairtrade

Maximize impact and appeal to customer demand:

• Consumer demand for transparency

• No deforestation

• Employment and incremental income for farmers

strategic choice — supply chain

lower supply risk

Reduce changes of operational limits to accelerated growth:

• Increasing shipping cost and time from China

• Shortage of raw paper materials

better margins

Be financially healthy and outgrow competition:

• Buy recycled and bamboo (31%)

• Produce bamboo (52%)



business-to-consumer

• Webshop

• High conversion rate (10%+)

• Subscriptions

retail

• Digital native retailers

• Availability

• Volume

business-to-business

• Account management

• Private label

• Customised

distributor model

• Non-core countries

• Accelerate growth

• Kickback over revenues

strategic choice — channels



Use part of profits to provide safe sanitation

strategic choice — governance

Bamboo products reduce ecological footprint Exploit world’s first fairtrade bamboo factory



market analysis
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Global trends pushing the toilet market



market size

The addressable market is estimated at 10% 

of the global toilet paper market

Total addressable toilet paper market grows towards €12.3 billion in 2028

60% of sustainable toilet paper is sold to 

end consumers, 40% is business use

60%

40%

business use

private use

Global 
market
2022

Haircut 
willingness for 

premium 
Toilet Paper

Haircut for 
people not 

willing to pay for 
sustainability

Addressable
market
2022

Population
growth

Market size
growth

Increased
sustainability

market

Addressable
market
2028

77.4

55.3

14.6

7.5

12.3

0.5
1.9

2.3



competitive landscape (1)
Market shifts from commodity to customised and from traditional to sustainable toilet paper in both B-to-C and B-to-B

how to compete successfully?

traditional commodity segment

• Dominated by large producers (WEPA, Essity, Kimberly Clarke, …) with wide 

distribution agreements serving B2C and B2B markets

• Pricing & promotion strategy

• First steps into sustainable domain through venturing and brand portfolio 

expansion, however lack of speed and credibility

branded sustainable segment

• Consumer behaviour demand towards sustainable products, also resulting in 

increasing demand in B2B & retail

• Low entry barriers due to shift to B2C

• Premium pricing possible

• Significant costs and risks due to not controlling the supply chain

room for differentiation

• Sustainable, branded and customized

• Upper price segment

• Own fairtrade supply chain

p
r
e
m
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u
m
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m
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i
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y

traditional sustainable



competitive landscape (2)
We have a unique position, even though some other recently established competitors target the same main segment 

brand name est. origin funding segment pricing source supply impact fairtrade b corp

Who Gives a Crap 2012 Australia Founders + 
Venture Capital Branded Premium Recycled, bamboo Third party 

purchase
Clean water, 

building toilets n.a. Yes

Tushy 2015 USA unknown Branded Premium Bamboo Third party 
purchase Building toilets n.a. No

The Cheeky 
Panda 2016 UK Founders + 

Venture Capital Branded Premium Bamboo Third party 
purchase n.a. n.a. Yes

The Good Roll 2017 NL Under 
construction Branded Premium Recycled, bamboo In-house 

production
Building toilets, 

education Certified Yes *

No.2 2018 USA unknown Branded Premium Bamboo Third party 
purchase n.a. n.a. No

Cloud Paper 2019 USA Founders + 
Venture Capital Branded Premium Bamboo Third party 

purchase
Donating paper, 

planting trees n.a. No



growth roadmap
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Revenue growth thanks to geographic expansion and market penetration



The goodroll is shortening the supply chain

It’s is time for a radical change to make more impact and grow even faster

Recycled paper

Reducing use of trees

The goodroll baselevel The goodroll next level

Use of material
Bamboo*

Reducing use of trees

CO2 reduction (bamboo)

Income to local Farmers (200.000)

Supply chain

Sourcing from external suppliers

Packaging and wrapping at social companies NL

Work at social companies

Full service supply chain* 

Own factories in Ghana

Work for local people Ghana

Work at social companies

Distribution Mainly Netherlands, partly Belgium and Germany Europe

USA
* Moving from recycled paper and external production to bamboo based own production improves gross margin from around 30% to 40%+



Investing in a strong organisation to create a strong company* 

growth roadmap - organization

Operations / supply chain

TGR will set up a strong team to manage the full supply

chain:

• Sourcing & planning

• Production (Ghana operations)

• Wrapping & packaging

• Transport

• Systems

Marketing & sales

* Growing the team will follow the business need. Some roles may be part-time or filled in with contractors.

To become successfull and grow the business a strong 

commercial team will be set up:

• Branding

• Marketing / product management

• Impact management

• Account management

• Sales

• Social media management

• Systems

Legal & finance

To remain in control of this growing company we will set 

up a high qualified, but efficiënt team on:

• Financial reporting

• Business planning

• Cashflow management

• Fundraising

• Tax-management

• Systems

Board of directors

• Business strategy

• Business planning

• Empowering teams

• External relations

• Investor management



Our aim is to conquer geographic areas in a phased manner

growth roadmap - commercial

year 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

action
Launch Growth Plan

Grow market share for first 
mover advantage

Expand Central &
Northern European market

Enter adjacent markets

Expand Southern European and 
cross-continental market
Enter overseas markets

Brand building
Additional advertising and 

promotion for further brand 
awareness

Monetize customer base
Shift towards client retention 

efforts and value-added products

Consolidate markets
Optimize value client base

countries
UK

the Netherlands

Germany 
Belgium 
Poland
Austria
Sweden

Denmark
Norway

Switzerland

USA
France
Spain
Italy

Canada
Australia

Worldwide Worldwide Worldwide 



We intend to build four factories to supply TGR markets, most likely financed with debt

factory growth roadmap

factories

• 4 factories in Africa/Ghana to be completed in 2025

capacity

• 800 million rolls full capacity in 2025

Funding per factory

• Each factory requires €5.5 million

Activity 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Funding per factory in € mln.* 1.3 5,5 5,5 5,5 5,5

Initiate funding process

Close funding, start 
construction

Finish construction, 
start ramp up

Fully operational, 
100% capacity

* Funding will be realised in an optimal mix of loans and equity. 



financial metrics
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Positive EBITDA before donations per 2024



Revenue (xEUR 1.000)

Private label Ghana B2B Retail B2C

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 20272021



Gross Margin rapidly increases to > 45% of Sales as from 2024

Gross margin

Transition from external
sourcing based on recycled
paper to own production

based on bamboo.



We expect te become break-even early 2024

EBITDA (xEUR 1.000)



investment ask
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Achieving our ambition requires funding



Become co-owner of the goodroll
And be part of one of the most promising impact companies in Europe!

€raising EUR 2,5 million

To grow our company we will raise €2,5 

million for the next 6-9 months.

• Strengthening the organisation, 
• Implementing new website and logistics systems
• Improving balance position

• People
• Operations/ logistics
• Financial control

• Telling our story and sales

• Preparing the shortening of the supply chain

We will spend the money wisely

We will raise more capital the coming years to build our own factories in Ghana, 

to further grow the business and continiously strengthen our team.



legal structure
Legal structure including many investors in Goodroll Holding B.V.

With your investment you will get certificates

of shares in Goodroll Holding B.V. These 

certificates are issued by a dedicated

foundation (STAK to dutch law). You will be

entitled to all financial benefits of the shares, 

but without voting-rights.



You can expect great returns on your investments
The more we grow, the more impact we make!

€Mental benefits

By becoming a co-owner of The Goodroll you will

directly facilitate more impact:

• More sanitation projects, so more toilets build in 

Ghana by our Foundation 

• More people working in guarded jobs (‘sociale 

werkplaatsen’)

• Less CO2 emission

• More people employed in our Ghana factories

• More farmers earning money with bamboo

€Financial benefits

Your financial benefits are two-sided:

1. Dividends. As a holder of certificates you will be

entitled to dividends paid on the shares. But let’s be

honest. Because of our strong expected growth we 

need to invest hugh amounts into our production

facilities and marketing. So don’t expect any dividends

in the first 3-5 years.

2. Shareprice increase. It is to be expected that the

shareprice will increase because of our growing sales 

and returns. Taking into account that we will need

more funding and therefore issue more shares, 

shareprices can go up by >500% towards the end of 

2027. 

Disclaimer: These are great expectations. And off course we will do our best to meet the forecast or even outperform them. But there is always uncertainty. Even if we 
perform well, increasing our sales might not succeed as we planned for. Also marketcircumstances might be tough due to whatever reason. Recently for example the world
suffered from a pandemia and a war in Ukraïne. Economies can go up or down influencing our business. Returns on your investment can be higher or lower than predicted.
In theory you can loose your total investment. But because of the legal structure with a foundation (STAK to Dutch law) you will never be asked to do additional deposits in 
case of shortages in a Goodroll entity. Please read everything about this investment, the returns and the risks in the AFM Informatiedocument.



The Good Toilet & The 

Good Roll Foundation 
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Toiletpaper that builds toilets



from poo to power, 

from water to wee

The Good Toilet develops cheap, circular toilets for commercial use in Africa.

In collaboration with qualified local entrepreneurs, The Good Toilet provides 

clean and safe sanitation and drinkable water at a fair price.

the good roll foundation 

The Good Roll Foundation is the philanthropic arm of Goodroll holding companies. The 

Foundation’s charter is to build toilets and safe sanitation units in developing countries on 

a philanthropic basis, funded by donations of Goodroll Holding B.V.



thanks 

for rolling 

with us

Goodroll Holding B.V.

www.thegoodroll.com

Flevolaan 60b

1382 JZ Weesp


